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The human brain shows several characteristics of an efficient communication network architecture, including short communication
paths and the existence of modules interlinked by a small set of highly connected regions. Studies of structural networks comprising
macroscopic white matter projections have shown that these putative hubs are densely interconnected, giving rise to a spatially distributed and topologically central collective called the “rich club.” In parallel, studies of intrinsic brain activity have consistently revealed
distinct functional communities or resting-state networks (RSNs), indicative of specialized processing and segregation of neuronal
information. However, the pattern of structural connectivity interconnecting these functional RSNs and how such inter-RSN structural
connections might bring about functional integration between RSNs remain largely unknown. Combining high-resolution diffusion
weighted imaging with resting-state fMRI, we present novel evidence suggesting that the rich club structure plays a central role in
cross-linking macroscopic RSNs of the human brain. Rich club hub nodes were present in all functional networks, accounted for a large
proportion of “connector nodes,” and were found to coincide with regions in which multiple networks overlap. In addition, a large
proportion of all inter-RSN connections were found to involve rich club nodes, and these connections participated in a disproportionate
number of communication paths linking nodes in different RSNs. Our findings suggest that the brain’s rich club serves as a macroscopic
anatomical substrate to cross-link functional networks and thus plays an important role in the integration of information between
segregated functional domains of the human cortex.

Introduction
Brain function depends on efficient neural communication and
integration of information within a complex network of connected brain regions, the human connectome (Sporns et al.,
2005). On a macroscopic scale, the human connectome consists
of a large number of anatomically distinct regions, interlinked by
a complex web of structural white matter pathways. Studies examining the topology of this interregional network have revealed
several characteristics of an efficient architecture, including economical wiring, short global communication paths, a modular
architecture of distributed and functionally coupled communities, as well as a small number of highly connected and highly
central hubs (Chklovskii et al., 2002; Kaiser and Hilgetag, 2006;
Hagmann et al., 2008; Iturria-Medina et al., 2008; van den Heuvel
and Hulshoff Pol, 2010; Bullmore and Sporns, 2012). In parallel,
recordings of endogenously driven brain activity consistently
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show distinct functional communities, called resting-state networks (RSNs). RSNs exhibit high levels of within-community
functional coupling while maintaining low or intermittent coupling between communities, indicative of specialized processing
and segregation of neural information. Several large-scale RSNs
have been identified (e.g., Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Dosenbach et
al., 2010), all overlapping with distinct specialized functional
subsystems of the human brain (Smith et al., 2009) and exhibiting internally dense white matter connectivity (Greicius et al.,
2008; Honey et al., 2009; van den Heuvel et al., 2009). However,
the pattern of structural connectivity enabling the integration of
information between these different functional RSN communities, a crucial aspect of healthy brain function, remains unknown.
From a perspective of information integration, the existence
of highly connected hubs in the mammalian brain is of particular
interest (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Tomasi and Volkow, 2010).
Recent studies on macroscopic anatomical brain connectivity
have shown that brain hubs are not only individually rich in
connections but are also densely interconnected, giving rise to the
formation of a central and anatomically coherent “rich club”
(Zamora-Lopez et al., 2009; Kaiser and Varier, 2011; van den
Heuvel and Sporns, 2011; Harriger et al., 2012; Collin et al.,
2013). In human cerebral cortex, the rich club comprises a collection of widely distributed and highly connected regions, with
connections linking rich club members to one another forming a
high-capacity backbone for brain communication (van den Heuvel et al., 2012). The relationship between the brain’s rich club
and its functional RSNs remains unclear. One possible hypothesis
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Figure 1. Cross-modal structural–functional analysis. To assess the structural properties (i.e., rich club organization) as well as functional dynamics (i.e., RSNs) of the brain’s connectome, a T1
anatomical scan (A), structural DWI (B), and resting-state fMRI were acquired (C). A, Cortical nodes. The cortical mantle was automatically segmented (i) into small parcels (1170) of approximately
equal size (Fischl et al., 2004), overlapping with macroscopic cortical regions (ii,iii). These cortical parcels formed the nodes of the structural network (iv). B, Structural connectivity. Structural
connectivity between brain regions was assessed using diffusion imaging (i), including the reconstruction of white matter tracts (ii), forming the connections of the network (iii,iv). C, Functional
connectivity. Resting-state time-series were preprocessed (i), and 11 RSNs were selected based on ICA decomposition (ii,iii), forming a functional partitioning of the nodes of the network (iv). D,
Cross-modal structural–functional integration. Functional RSNs defined a modular partition of the brain. Structural relations between these functional communities were analyzed by overlaying the
structural network of reconstructed white matter pathways onto the functional partition. E, Network analysis. Network analysis was used to examine the structure–function interaction, including
the examination of several cross-modal metrics of this interaction.

suggests that the structural rich club overlaps with a single or a
small set of functional RSNs. Possible candidates include the default mode network or a small number of networks associated
with attention and cognitive control. An alternative hypothesis
suggests that the structural rich club intersects with the majority
of functional RSNs (or all of them), thus forming an anatomical
infrastructure for communication between RSNs, including
those engaged in sensorimotor and higher cognitive processing.
Here, combining high resolution structural diffusion
weighted imaging/tractography and resting-state functional
MRI, we show that the brain’s rich club cross-links all functional
RSNs in the human brain, supporting the hypothesis of the rich
club to form an anatomical substrate for integration of information between segregated functional subsystems.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Seventy-five healthy volunteers (male/female: 43/32; age mean ⫾ SD,
28.2 ⫾ 8.0 years) participated in this study after written consent as approved by the medical ethics committee for research in humans of the
University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands. Participants underwent a 45 min scanning session on a 3 tesla medical scanner
(van den Heuvel et al., 2012). To assess the structural properties (i.e., rich
club organization) as well as functional dynamics (RSNs) of the brain’s
connectome, an anatomical scan (T1), two structural diffusion weighted
imaging (DWI) scans and a resting-state fMRI scan were acquired.
Figure 1 presents a schematic summary of the workflow of the
cross-modal structural–functional analysis. The acquisition and analysis procedures of both the structural and functional scans are de-
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scribed in detail below (van den Heuvel et al., 2009; van den Heuvel
and Sporns, 2011).

Structural connectivity
Anatomical T1-weighed scan. A T1 weighed image (3D FFE using parallel
imaging; TR/TE 10 ms/4.6 ms; FOV 240 ⫻ 240 mm, 200 slices, 0.75 mm
isotropic voxelsize) was acquired. Tissue classification (including gray/
white matter segmentation) and automatic cortical segmentation were
performed using the Freesurfer suite (V5, http://surfer.nmr.mgh.
harvard.edu/) (Fischl et al., 2004), parcellating the neocortex into 1170
distinct parcels of equal size, forming the nodes of the structural brain
network (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011; van den Heuvel et al., 2009).
Structural connectivity: data acquisition and preprocessing. Two sets of
each 30 weighted diffusion scans (b ⫽ 1000 s/mm 2) with each set consisting of 5 unweighted B0 scans (b ⫽ 0 s/mm 2) and 30 weighted scans
were acquired for each participant (SENSE, p-reduction 3; gradient set of
30 weighting directions; TR ⫽ 7035 ms, TE ⫽ 68 ms, EPI factor 35; FOV
240 ⫻ 240 mm, 2 mm isotropic, 75 slices, second diffusion set acquired
with a reversed k-space readout).
Preprocessing. Diffusion image preprocessing included the following
steps: (1) two mean b ⫽ 0 images (one per set) were computed as the
mean of the five b ⫽ 0 images per set, to improve signal-to-noise. (2)
DWI images were corrected for susceptibility distortions by computing
and applying a field distortion map determined on the two in opposite
k-space readout acquired (averaged) b ⫽ 0 images (Andersson et al.,
2003), (3) corrected for eddy-current distortions (Andersson and Skare,
2002), and (4) realigned to the b ⫽ 0 image, resulting in a single corrected
set of corrected DWI scans (30 weighting directions and one b ⫽ 0
image). (5) The diffusion profile within each voxel was fitted a tensor
using a robust tensor fitting method (RESTORE) (Chang et al., 2005),
and the main diffusion direction was determined as the first principal
eigenvector of the eigenvalue decomposition of the tensor. (6) White
matter pathways were reconstructed using deterministic streamline tractography, based on the Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking algorithm (Mori and van Zijl, 2002). Within each voxel in the brain mask
(i.e., the total of the segmented gray and white matter tissue), eight seeds
were started following the main diffusion direction from voxel to voxel.
The fiber reconstruction continued until one of three stopping criteria
were met: (1) the streamline trajectory left the brain mask; (2) the streamline reached a voxel with a low fractional anisotropy value (FA ⬍ 0.1); or
(3) the streamline made a turn larger than 45 degrees. Starting from eight
seeds within each voxel in the brain mask, all reconstructable streamlines
were collected, the total set reflecting the macroscopic white matter connectivity of the human brain.
Structural connectome reconstruction. For each individual dataset, a
subject-specific structural brain network was reconstructed. To this end,
for each pair of two parcellated regions i and j, it was determined whether
and, if so, how many streamlines of the subject’s specific total collection
of reconstructed streamlines touched both nodes i and j. If so, nodes i and
j were determined to be structurally connected, and their connectivity
was represented by a one in the N ⫻ N adjacency matrix A. The number
of interconnecting streamlines was taken as the weight of the interconnecting edge between node i and j in the network. If no interconnecting
streamline(s) were found, region i and j were taken to be nonconnected
and the corresponding entry in a weighted connectivity matrix M was set
to zero.
Rich club organization. Structural rich club organization of the human
connectome was described previously (van den Heuvel and Sporns,
2011). A rich club reflects a set of nodes in the network of whose level of
interconnectivity exceeds the level of connectivity that can be expected
on basis of chance alone. In short, the weighted rich club coefficient ⌽(k)
is computed as the ratio between the weights of connections present
within the subnetwork S of nodes with a degree ⬎ k and the total sum of
weights present within a subset of same size of the top ranking connections in the network. A normalized rich club coefficient ⌽norm(k) is
computed by dividing ⌽(k) by ⌽random(k), with ⌽random (k) computed
as the average rich club coefficient for each k of a set of 1000 randomized
graphs (acquired by randomizing the adjacency matrix A preserving the
degree sequence) (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). A network is said to dis-
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play rich club organization when ⌽norm (k) exceeds the level of 1, for a
range of increasing k.
Classification of nodes. Group rich club members were selected based
on a group-averaged network, averaging the individual adjacency matrices across the group of participants, and selecting rich club members as
the nodes at the rich club level of k ⬎ 10 (van den Heuvel et al., 2012). As
is the case for small-world and scale-free organization, the presence of
rich club organization should be regarded as a topological property of the
network as a whole, with rich club organization associated with a range of
degrees k for which ⌽norm(k) exceeds 1 (Colizza et al., 2006; van den
Heuvel and Sporns, 2011). Previous studies have shown consistent results when examining rich clubs across different selection thresholds
(Harriger et al., 2012; van den Heuvel et al., 2013). In this study, the rich
club was selected at k ⬎ 10, but highly consistent and qualitatively similar
results were found at both lower (e.g., k ⬎ 8, k ⬎ 9) and higher levels (e.g.,
k ⬎ 11, k ⬎ 12) of rich club selection.
Classification of connections. Rich club selection allows for the classification of the edges of the network into three connection classes, being
“rich club connections,” linking members of the rich club, “feeder connections,” linking rich club nodes to nonrich club nodes, and “local
connections,” describing the connections of the network that linked
nonrich club nodes (van den Heuvel et al., 2012). Figure 2a provides a
schematic illustration of the two classes of nodes and the three classes of
connections.
Functional connectivity: data acquisition and preprocessing. An 8 min
time-series of resting-state BOLD signals was recorded using a fast fMRI
sequence (3D PRESTO-SENSE p/s-reduction 2/2; TR/TE 22 ms/32 ms
using shifted echo, flip-angle 9 degrees; dynamic scan time 0.5 s, 1000
timeframes; FOV 256 ⫻ 256 mm, 4 mm isotropic voxelsize, 32 slices).
Image preprocessing of the functional resting-state time-series included
the following steps (Fig. 1). Functional volumes were (1) realigned to
correct for small head movements during acquisition using SPM8
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) and (2) coregistered with the T1 scan for
anatomical overlap. (3) To correct for influences of global signals and
head movement, the global mean signal, the average signal of the ventricles, the average white matter signal, and six motion parameters were
regressed out of the voxelwise time-series. (4) Resting-state time-series
were bandpass filtered, selecting the resting-state frequencies of interest
(0.01– 0.1 Hz) and filtering out high-frequency factors of noninterest
(e.g., respiratory frequencies of ⬃0.3 Hz and cardiac frequencies up to 1
Hz). (5) For each individual dataset per segmented parcel, an averaged
time-series was computed by averaging the time-series of the voxels included in each of the segments. Functional connectivity between node
pairs in the network was computed as the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the two regional time-series.
Functional analysis: RSNs. Group-wise RSNs were determined using
independent component analysis (ICA), using the Multivariate Exploratory Linear Optimized Decomposition into Independent Components
(MELODIC) software as implemented in the FMRIB Software Library
(FSL) (Beckmann et al., 2005). A similar approach as described previously (Damoiseaux et al., 2006) was used. The fMRI time-series were
high (⬎0.01 Hz) and low pass (⬍0.1 Hz) filtered and concatenated in the
temporal domain, followed by a multisession temporal concatenation
ICA decomposition (Beckmann et al., 2005). The resulting ICA components were sorted into those that represented imaging artifacts (e.g.,
motion) and those that were likely to reflect a biological meaningful
component. The latter were selected on the basis of their spatial overlap
with RSNs identified in previous studies (Beckmann et al., 2005; Salvador
et al., 2005; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2006; van den Heuvel
et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2009). In total, ICA detected 54 components, of
which in total 13 components were found to show strong agreement with
commonly reported functional networks. These 13 components together
represented 11 unique RSNs (two sets of components overlapped the
same RSN and were therefore merged; see Results).

RSN node assignment and RSN overlap
Based on the selected RSNs, each structural node in the network (i.e.,
cortex parcel) was assigned an RSN following a majority-vote “winnertake-all” rule, by assigning each node to a single RSN based on the ma-
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jority of the voxels comprising its corresponding parcel. In addition to
this “winner-take-all” assignment, for each node a proportional assignment was determined, computed as the number of suprathreshold voxels
belonging to individual RSNs within a node’s parcel. Group ICA-based
RSN selection allows for the examination of the level of participation of
each cortical parcel (i.e., brain node) in multiple RSNs on a continuous
scale, with each structural cortical parcel comprising a set of fMRI voxels.
As such, for each parcel i, the level of overlap with each of the 11 RSNs was
determined by the number voxels in parcel i that were assigned to each of
the RSNs. This resulted in an “overlap score” expressing the level of
overlap of each parcel with each of the 11 RSNs, ranging from 0, indicating no participation of parcel i in RSN s, to 1, indicating that all voxels of
parcel i participated in RSNs. Participation levels of 10% and higher were
taken into account for analysis.

Intra-RSN and inter-RSN connection assignment
Based on the winner-take-all RSN assignment, structural connections of
the network were categorized into “inter-RSN” connections, being those
structural connections in the network that linked nodes in two different
RSNs; and “intra-RSN” connections, being those connections that linked
nodes belonging to the same RSN.

Cross-modal structural–functional graph analysis
After the selection of the structural rich club and the functional communities of the connectome, the overlap between the two phenomena was
examined, in particular the hypothesized integrative role of the rich club
in binding distinct functional RSNs. With each node of the network
assigned to a functional RSN, a cross-modal structural functional graph
analysis was carried out, in which the functional RSNs described a modular partitioning of the nodes of the brain network (from here on referred
to as “modules”), and the edges of the network described the structural
connections (i.e., reconstructed white matter pathways) of the brain’s
network (from here on referred to as “connections”). Two analysis pathways were followed: (1) examining rich club participation in RSNs in
terms of the “nodes” of the network; and (2) examining rich club involvement in terms of “connections” between the nodes and between the
RSNs of the brain network.

Nodes: participation of structural rich club nodes in
functional RSNs
Within-module degree. For each node in the network, the within-module
degree z-score (Guimera and Nunes Amaral, 2005) was computed. The
within-module degree z-score expresses the level at which node i is structurally connected to the other nodes in its module (i.e., RSN), compared
with the within-module degree of the other nodes in the module, formally described as follows:

zi ⫽

 iS ⫺  S
 Si

(1)

with iS the number of structural connections of node i to the other
nodes in module S (i.e., RSN) and S and Si denoting the mean and SD
of the within-module degree over all nodes in S. High within-module
degree z-scores (zi ⬎ 1.5) indicate a high level intramodular connectivity
of a node.
Participation index. The participation index Pi provides insight in the
level of connectivity diversity of a node, quantifying to what extent a node
connects across all modules (Guimera and Nunes Amaral, 2005) and is
given by the following:

冘冉 冊
m

Pi ⫽ 1 ⫺

S⫽1

 iS
ki

2

(2)

with iS the number of structural links from node i to nodes in functional
module S, m the number of modules (here 11 RSNs), and ki the total
degree of node i. Low values of the participation index (Pi ⬍ 0.3) indicate
that most of the links of i connect to nodes across a single or a small
number of functional modules, and high values of the participation index

(Pi ⬎ 0.3) indicate that the structural connections of node i link to a large
proportion of modules in the network.
Node classification. Network nodes were classified into four groups
based on their zi and Pi scores (Guimera and Nunes Amaral, 2005): “low
zi /low Pi” (low intra-RSN and low inter-RSN connectivity); “low zi /high
Pi” (low intra-RSN but high inter-RSN connectivity); “high zi/low Pi”
(“functional provincial hubs” with high intra-RSN but low inter-RSN
connectivity); and “high zi/high Pi” (“functional connector hubs” with
high intra-RSN and high inter-RSN connectivity), with zi ⬎ 1.5 corresponding to “high zi” and Pi ⬎ 0.3 corresponding to “high Pi” (Pan et al.,
2010).
Functional neighborhood. The functional neighborhood of a node was
computed as the number of RSNs it is directly structurally connected to.

Rich club connections: relationship between rich club, feeder, and
local connections, and RSNs
Intra-RSN and inter-RSN connectivity. The proportion of inter-RSN and
intra-RSN connections across each connection class (i.e., rich club,
feeder, and local) was computed as the percentage of connections within
each connection class that linked nodes in different RSNs and the percentage of connections linking two nodes in the same RSN, respectively.
Edge usage. The level of edge usage of each connection and each connection class was computed as the number of times it was crossed in all
shortest communication paths between node pairs in the network.
Structural–functional modularity. The modularity index Q (Newman,
2006) describes the fraction of the number of edges in a network that
connect nodes within the same community minus the expected value if
the connections were distributed at random across the network. Based on
the modularity score Q, a structural–functional modularity score Qsc_fc
was computed, with the functional RSNs defining a module partition of
the brain and the edges of the network represented by its structural
connections, formally given as follows:

Q sc_fc ⫽

1
Tr 共 S T BS 兲
2m

(3)

with S the matrix with the element Sis describing whether node i is in
module s (i.e., here RSN s), Tr the trace of the matrix, and m the number
of modules (i.e., RSNs), and B the modularity matrix given as follows:

B ij ⫽ A ij ⫺

k ik j
2m

(4)

As such, Qsc_fc describes a metric of overlap between functionally defined
communities of the network and the level of structural connectivity between and within these communities.
Vulnerability analysis. To further examine the role of rich club connections on Qsc_fc, the weights of the connections in the rich club connection
class were decreased by 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the total
weight, and the effect of this decrease on Qsc_fc was computed. A 100%
decrease corresponded to the complete removal of the connections in the
connection class. Concordantly, the effect of reducing the weights of
feeder and local connections on Qsc_fc was also examined. The weights of
connections within the class of feeder and local connections, respectively,
were decreased by equal proportions (randomly selecting a set of connections with a total sum of weights equal to the set of rich club connections, 1000 random runs were performed), and the effect on Qsc_fc was
examined. For comparison, the effect of reducing the weights by corresponding proportions across a set of 1000 randomly selected sets of connections was computed.

Statistical evaluation
Statistical evaluation was performed using permutation testing. For each
examined effect (e.g., rich club vs nonrich club nodes or rich club connections vs feeder connections), the difference between the two group
means was computed. Next, for 10,000 permutations, two random
groups were formed by randomizing the class assignment (i.e., rich club/
nonrich club or rich club/feeder/local), keeping group size intact, and the
difference between the group means was computed. Over a set of permutations (10,000 permutations performed per test), this resulted in a dis-
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Figure 2. Structural rich club formation. a, Schematic illustration of the rich club and nonrich club nodes of the network and the three classes of connections (i.e., rich club, feeder, and local
connections). b, Network representation of the group-averaged structural brain network, with the “nodes” of the network expressing center-of-mass of the cortical regions and the “connections”
representing the reconstructed corticocortical white matter projections between these regions. Nodes are colored according to whether they participate in the rich club (blue nodes) or not (gray
nodes), similar to the color scheme used in a. Connections between the nodes are color coded according to their connection class, with rich club (red), feeder connections (orange), and local
connections (yellow). c, Projection of the structural rich club nodes on the cortical surface (map spatially smoothed for visualization).

Figure 3. RSNs. ICA decomposition of the voxelwise resting-state fMRI time series resulted in the extraction of 11 RSNs. Consistent with other reports, the functional networks comprised the
primary visual network (top row, from left to right), extrastriate visual, bilateral parietal, dorsal attention network, primary sensory, primary motor network, the right frontal parietal network, the
default mode network (bottom row, from left to right), the salience processing network, the left frontal parietal network, auditory network, and a frontal network.

tribution of class differences that could occur by chance (i.e., when no
true difference would be present between the two original classes). This
yielded an empirical null distribution of effects under the null hypothesis.
A p value was then assigned to the original class difference by determining
the percentage of the computed null distribution that exceeded the empirically obtained value.

(“feeder connections”), and 61% linked nonrich club nodes to
each other (“local connections”). Rich club connections accounted for 17% of all tractography streamlines (“network density”) and 27% of the network’s total connection cost (the
product of network density and the metric length of streamline
trajectories).

Results
The integrative role of the brain’s rich club in cross-linking different functional subsystems was examined by testing the relation
between the brain’s rich club, as defined in structural space on the
basis of diffusion imaging data, and the set of functional networks
(i.e., RSNs), defined in functional space by means of RSN decomposition of recordings of intrinsic brain activity.
Structural analysis: rich club
Consistent with previous reports (van den Heuvel and Sporns,
2011; van den Heuvel et al., 2012), the structural network of the
human cerebral cortex showed a rich club organization, for a
range of node degrees from k ⫽ 7 to k ⫽ 15, as reflected by a
⌽norm(k) ⬎1 ( p ⬍ 0.001, 10,000 permutations). For all further
analysis, nodes were selected to be members of the rich club at a
level of k ⬎ 10 (van den Heuvel et al., 2012), comprising 17% of
the network nodes. Nonrich club nodes comprised the remaining
83%. Rich club nodes were found to be widely distributed across
the cortical surface (Fig. 2), including high degree regions in the
parietal, frontal, temporal, and occipital lobes. Of all network
connections, 13% linked pairs of rich club nodes (“rich club connections”), 26% linked a rich club node to a nonrich club node

Functional analysis: RSNs
ICA analysis revealed 54 components, 13 of which were selected
as biological meaningful on the basis of their spatial overlap with
RSNs as reported in previous studies (Calhoun et al., 2001; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009). Of the 13 components,
two both overlapped the motor network, with one component
including bilateral inferior regions of the precentral gyrus and
one component predominantly including bilateral superior regions of the precentral gyrus. In addition, ICA revealed two overlapping components that both described the DMN (both ICA
maps included anterior and posterior parts of the DMN). For
further analysis, the superior and inferior motor components
were merged into one single RSN, and the two overlapping components both describing the DMN were merged into one RSN.
This resulted in a total of 11 examined RSNs (Fig. 3), including a
primary visual, extrastriate visual, motor, somatosensory, and
auditory network, the DMN (associated with spontaneous cognition) (Fox et al., 2005), two unilateral parietal–frontal networks
(often referred to as “executive-control” or “task-activation” networks and suggested to be engaged in attentional processing and
cognitive demanding tasks), the salience processing network (a
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(visual, DMN, salience, and frontal network) (Fig. 5b). Proportional to RSN size, the number of nodes belonging to the rich club
was significantly below chance level for motor and extrastriate
visual networks ( p ⫽ 0.020 and p ⫽ 0.002, respectively; 10,000
permutations) and left and right parietal–frontal attention networks ( p ⫽ 0.041 and p ⫽ 0.007, respectively) and significantly
above chance level for the DMN, the salience network, and the
frontal network ( p ⫽ 0.020, p ⬍ 0.001, and p ⫽ 0.003,
respectively).

Figure 4. Spatial overlap of rich club and RSNs. Spatial overlap between members of the rich
club and all RSNs, projected on the cortical surface. Parts of the surface assigned to a RSN are
colored in red and blue, with blue regions indicating overlap between the RSN and the rich club.

network suggested to play an important role in the processing of
salient information), and a frontal network. Together, these 11
RSNs covered 98.6% of the cortical surface.
Cross-modal structural–functional graph analysis
In what follows, we (1) describe the cross-modal results pertaining to the interaction between rich club nodes and RSNs, and (2)
followed by results pertaining to the interaction of rich club connections and functional RSNs.
Rich club nodes: involvement of rich club and nonrich club
members in functional RSNs
Figure 4 shows the spatial layout of the RSNs (red) together with
their respective structural rich club nodes (blue). Rich club nodes
were encountered in all functional RSNs. RSN involvement in the
rich club varied from a minimum of 3–9% (extrastriate visual,
motor, sensory, auditory network) to a maximum of 22%
(DMN) (Fig. 5a). The posterior part of the DMN (including
portions of the cuneus/precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex)
accounted for 75% (16% of total) of the DMN⬘s rich club nodes,
whereas the anterior part (including portions of the frontal lobe)
accounted for the remaining 25% (6% of total) (Fig. 5a). The
number of rich club nodes per RSN varied between 6 and 44 (Fig.
5b), and on average, the proportion of rich club nodes across all
RSNs was 19%, ranging from a minimum of 6 – 8% (extra-striate
visual network and motor network) to a maximum of 23–36%

Within-module degree z-score, community participation
index, and functional neighborhood
Figure 6a shows a surface plot of the Pi and zi values. Rich club
nodes showed significantly higher within-module degree z-score
zi, compared with nonrich club nodes (mean ⫾ SD: rich club,
0.77 ⫾ 1.26; nonrich club, ⫺0.16 ⫾ 0.84; p ⬍ 0.001; permutation
testing, 10,000 permutations). In addition, rich club nodes
showed a significantly higher participation index Pi, compared
with nonrich club nodes (mean ⫾ SD: rich club, 0.47 ⫾ 0.21;
nonrich club, 0.34 ⫾ 0.25; p ⬍ 0.001, 10,000 permutations).
Furthermore, rich club nodes showed on average a significantly
more diverse functional neighborhood, as measured by the number of different RSNs to which an individual node was directly
structurally connected, compared with nonrich club nodes (rich
club, 3.36 ⫾ 1.36; nonrich club, 2.27 ⫾ 1.04, p ⬍ 0.001, 10,000
permutations).
Examination of the distribution of rich club and nonrich club
nodes across the four classes revealed that 86% of the so-called
“connector hubs” (high zi, high Pi class) comprised rich club
members, compared with 14% of nonrich club nodes (Fig. 6b).
The largest proportion of rich club “connector hubs” (37%) was
found in the DMN, most of them located in the posterior part of
the network. A total of 44% of the high zi, low Pi class comprised
rich club nodes, indicating a moderate contribution of the rich
club to “provincial hubs” (Fig. 6b). A large proportion of the rich
club members in the salience network (19%), frontal network
(19%), and DMN (16%, most of them located in the anterior
portion) were found to be local provincial hubs.
Relation between rich club level and local confluence of RSNs
Visual comparison between the rich club level per node of the
network (Fig. 7, left), and the level of RSN overlap at each location on the brain surface (Fig. 7, right) shows that, in many cases,
areas of RSN overlap or “confluence zones” (determined entirely
on the basis of functional connectivity) were found to coincide
with areas exhibiting a high rich club level (determined entirely
on the basis of structural connectivity). Quantifying this overlap,
rich club nodes showed a significantly higher RSN overlap count
than nonrich club nodes (mean ⫾ SD: rich club, 2.86 ⫾ 0.94;
nonrich club, 2.57 ⫾ 0.92; p ⫽ 0.032,  2 frequency test). Nodewise correlation (i.e., across all cortical parcels) between rich club
level and RSN overlap score exhibited a modest significant correlation (r ⫽ 0.14, p ⬍ 0.001, linear regression).
Structural connections within and between functional RSNs
Connectivity matrices
A side-by-side comparison of the group-averaged structural connectivity and functional connectivity matrix, with network nodes
ordered identically according to RSN assignment, revealed consistent overlap between the two connectivity modalities (Fig. 8).
Comparison of the two connection matrices showed that relatively low levels of structural connectivity were found between
visual and frontal RSNs and sensory and auditory networks (off-
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Figure 5. Rich club involvement in RSNs. a, Proportional involvement of RSNs in the rich club. b, Absolute number of rich club
(blue) and nonrich club nodes (color coded according to RSN) involved in each of the 11 RSNs. Sixteen structural nodes were found
not to overlap with any of the RSNs (i.e., RSNs overlapped 98% of the nodes of the cortex). c, Involvement of rich club nodes within
each RSN, relative to RSN size.

diagonal parts of the matrix), whereas relatively high structural
connectivity existed between the DMN, salience processing, and
bilateral parietal–frontal task-activation networks (central parts
of the matrix).
Inter-RSN versus intra-RSN links
Rich club and feeder connections were found to be highly represented among inter-RSN connections (Fig. 9a), expressing an
important role of rich club and feeder connections in cross-

linking different RSNs. Figure 9b shows
the structural connections (as shown in
Fig. 9a) divided up according to their
structural connection class, illustrating a
high proportional involvement of interRSN connections in the class of rich club
and feeder connections. Quantifying this
intermodular role, rich club, feeder, and
local connections accounted for 18%
(1.38 times their overall share of 13% connections), 30% (1.15 times), and 52%
(0.85 times), respectively, of all inter-RSN
connections, whereas they accounted for
11% (0.80 times their overall share of connections), 24% (0.92 times), and 65%
(1.08 times), respectively, of all intra-RSN
connections (Fig. 9c). Excluding connections crossing between spatially adjacent
RSNs (examining only long-distance
structural connections with a length ⬎30
mm), the disproportional role of rich club
connections in interlinking different
RSNs became even more prominent, with
rich club connections accounting for 41%
(3.2 times more than their overall share)
of all inter-RSN connections and 28% of
all intra-RSN connections (Fig. 9d). Examining the contributions to inter-RSN
and intra-RSN connections per connection class (Fig. 9e), 48% of all rich club
connections linked rich club nodes located in different RSNs, in contrast to
40% of the feeder and 27% of the local
connections. Examining the level of interconnectivity per RSN, the total number of
inter-RSN connections was found to be
the highest for the DMN and the salience
processing network, with the left and right
frontal–parietal network in third and
fourth place. Mutual structural connectivity among those four central RSNs (i.e.,
the average number of structural interRSN connections between them) was
found to be 7.12 times higher than the average interconnectivity between the other
eight RSNs (e.g., motor to visual, visual to
auditory). Furthermore, total connectivity (i.e., number of reconstructed tractography streamlines) between these eight
more peripheral networks with the DMN,
salience, and bilateral task-executive networks was dominated by rich club and
feeder connections, which accounted for
76% of all connectivity strength between
these two groups of RSNs.

Connection usage in intra-RSN and inter-RSN communication
A total of 95% of all inter-RSN communication paths (i.e., paths
of which the source and target nodes belonged to different RSNs)
were found to travel through the rich club (i.e., across at least one
rich club node), whereas 72% of all intra-RSN communication
paths (i.e., source and target nodes were members of the same
RSN) traveled through the rich club.
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Inter-RSN and intra-RSN communication
Examining inter-RSN communication
paths across the network in more detail,
rich club inter-RSN connections were
used on average 988 times, 2.9 times more
than local inter-RSN connections (335
passes on average). Feeder inter-RSN connections (838 passes) were used 2.5 times
more often than local inter-RSN connections. In contrast, on these inter-RSN
communication paths, rich club intraRSN connections were used (on average)
441 times, feeder intraconnections 620
times, and local intraconnections 310
times, indicating that rich club connections were passed only 1.42 times more
often than local connections. A central
role of rich club and feeder connections in
inter-RSN communication was further
illustrated by ranking the inter-RSN
connections on the basis of the number
of times they were used among all communication paths. Of the top 100 mostused inter-RSN network edges, 88%
belonged to rich club (36%) and feeder
connections (52%).
On intra-RSN communication paths
Figure 6. Participation index and within-module z-score of nodes. a, Structural–functional participation index Pi (top row) and
(i.e., paths between nodes of the same the within-module degree degree z-score z (bottom row) of each node of the network (maps are spatially smoothed
for visuali
RSN), rich club intra-RSN connections ization). b, Categorizing the nodes of the network
based on their Pi and zi score and the involvement of rich club and nonrich club
were used (on average) 39 times, feeder nodes in each of these categories. Figure shows a strong involvement of rich club nodes in the “connector hubs” of the network
intraconnections 56 times, and local in- (high Pi, high zi) expressing a high level of within-module connectivity and a diverse connectivity profile across RSNs.
traconnections 34 times, indicating that
rich club connections were passed only
1.15 times more often than local connections.
Structural–functional modularity
RSNs defined a modular partitioning of the human brain, and
these modules were used in combination with data on the structural connections of the network to compute the structural–functional modularity Qsc_fc. Qsc_fc levels (0.556, Fig. 10, blue line)
indicated significant levels of modularity compared with the
maximal level of modularity Qsc (0.78) achievable in the structural network, suggesting that RSNs partitioned the structural
connection matrix quite well (see also Fig. 8).
Vulnerability analysis
Uniformly reducing the weights of rich club connections by 10%,
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% resulted in a gradual increase in Qsc_fc
(Fig. 10, red bars). Reducing the weights of feeder connections
also resulted in a gradual increase in Qsc_fc (Fig. 10, orange bars),
but to a smaller extent compared with rich club connections.
These findings suggest that rich club and feeder connections
stimulate a less segregated or modular architecture, again underscoring their central role for linking segregated functional domains. In contrast, reducing the weights of the local connections
by equal proportions resulted in a gradual decrease in Qsc_fc (Fig.
10, yellow bars), indicating that structural local connections tend
to facilitate functional segregation and modularity. Reducing the
weights by corresponding proportions across 1000 randomly selected sets of connections (i.e., a mixture of rich club, feeder, and
local connections) had no effect on Qsc_fc (Fig. 10, gray bars).

Figure 7. Rich club level and RSN overlap. Left, Rich club level projected on a reconstruction
of the cortical surface. Right, Level of “RSN overlap” for each structural node of the network,
expressing the number of RSNs in which a node is (proportionally) involved. Comparison shows
that, in many cases, areas of RSN overlap coincide with regions that have a high rich club level
(see Results). (Maps are spatially smoothed for visualization.)

Discussion
Our results provide five lines of evidence, which jointly support
the notion that the structural rich club is essential for linking
segregated functional RSNs of the human brain, thus forming an
anatomical substrate for integrating functional communities of
the human cortex. First, the structural rich club was found not to
be restricted to a single functional RSN or a small set of RSNs.
Instead, it involved high-degree hub nodes across all 11 RSNs,
including nodes that were part of the default mode, salience, and
parietal–frontal networks, as well as more unimodal systems,
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Figure 8. Structural and functional connectivity matrices. Side-by-side plot of the group-averaged structural and functional connectivity matrix. Network nodes in both the structural (left) and
functional (right) matrix are arranged according to their “winner-take-all” assignment to each of the 11 functional RSNs. Existing entries within the matrix are marked by colored dots to allow the
comparison of structural and functional connections across matrices. Colored bars to the left and top of the matrices indicate RSN assignment (compare with Fig. 4). RSNs are ordered according to
their level of inter-RSN connectivity, with RSNs showing high levels of interconnectivity appearing closer to the center of the matrix. Left, Structural connections, color coded according to their
connection class. Right, Connection strengths of strong positive functional couplings between nodes of the network depicted in grayscale.

such as the motor, visual, and auditory networks (Figs. 4 and 5).
Second, consistent with this observation, rich club nodes were
found to be highly represented among the so-called connector
hubs of the network (Fig. 6a), a type of node that has been suggested to be implicated in the integration of information across
different parts of the brain network (Sporns et al., 2007; Bullmore
and Sporns, 2009; Tomasi and Volkow, 2010; Zuo et al., 2011).
Third, structural rich club nodes were predominantly located
close to portions of the cortical surface where multiple RSNs
overlapped, suggesting a high involvement of rich club members
in the so-called functional “confluence zones” of the cerebral
cortex, corresponding to locations that are associated with multiple RSNs. Previous studies have indeed demonstrated that such
regions (e.g., portions of the medial parietal, superior frontal, and
superior parietal cortex) are highly heterogeneous, comprising a
large number of specialized areas that are involved in a wide
variety of brain functions (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006; Vogt et
al., 2006; Margulies et al., 2009; Leech et al., 2012). The heterogeneity of these regions (Fransson et al., 2011; Leech et al., 2012;
Spreng et al., 2013) further supports our hypothesis of the cortical
rich club, as a system, to involve a diverse set of functional networks and thus provide a key structural substrate for enabling the
integration of information between segregated functional networks (Crossley et al., 2013). Fourth, analysis of the topological
layout of the network’s structural connections and their relationship to functional RSNs showed a disproportionally strong role of
rich club and feeder connections in inter-RSN connectivity, with
almost half of all structural inter-RSN connections found to be
rich club or feeder edges (Fig. 9) (de Reus and van den Heuvel,
2013b). This stands in sharp contrast to the class of intra-RSN

connections, which were found to be mainly dominated by local
connections (Fig. 9). And fifth, inter-RSN rich club and feeder
connections showed a strong involvement in shortest communication paths in the network, suggesting an important role for
these connections in global communication across the network.
Together, our findings support the notion of the rich club to
form, as a system, an anatomical substrate that promotes communication and integration between segregated functional networks of the brain.
The notion of the rich club as a central integrator runs parallel
to theories of cognition and consciousness that propose the
existence of a distributed neural system as a basis for a “global
workspace,” a core system in which segregated functional
communities can share their information though means of neuronal interactions (Baars, 1989; Dehaene et al., 1998; Dehaene
and Naccache, 2001). In concordance with the relations of the
cortical rich club and functional modules as put forward in this
paper, these theories hypothesize that the global workspace does
not coincide with a single anatomical or functional module in the
brain, but rather involves a widely distributed neural system of
long-distance anatomical projections. Our findings might suggest that the rich club, characterized by a spatially distributed, yet
topologically central organization, is a neurobiological substrate
of such a global workspace, supporting the functional coupling
and global binding of neural information. With recent graph
theoretical advances allowing the study of fast temporal dynamics
of functional networks (Bassett et al., 2012; Handwerker et al.,
2012; Hutchison et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2012), it might be of
particular interest for future studies to examine the structural
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Figure 9. Rich club, feeder, and local intra-RSN and inter-RSN connectivity. a, Side-by-side plot of the long-distance (⬎30 mm, corresponding to the statistics presented in d) structural and
functional connections arranged in the same node ordering. Left, Long-distance inter-RSN and intra-RSN connections, color-coded according to their connection class. Right, Connection strengths
of strong positive functional couplings between all network nodes depicted in grayscale. b, Panels show the connections of a divided up according to their connection class. c, Distribution of rich club,
feeder, and local connections over the two classes of intra-RSN and inter-RSN connections. d, Distribution of intra-RSN and inter-RSN connections, excluding connections crossing between spatially
adjacent RSNs (examining only connections with a length ⬎30 mm). e, Distribution of intra-RSN and inter-RSN connections split out according to connection class.

Figure 10. Structural–functional modularity score. Reducing the weights of rich club and
feeder connections (red bars, 10%–100% reduction) resulted in a gradual increase of the Qsc_fc
metric, suggesting an increasingly modular partitioning of the brain. In contrast, reducing the
weights of the local connections in equal proportions resulted in a decrease in Qsc_fc, indicating
a progressively less modular organization of the brain’s network. Gray bars represent the effects
when the weights of 1000 random sets of connections are reduced (in equal proportions to the
other conditions), showing no impact of random weight changes on Qsc_fc. Blue line indicates
normal (i.e., 0%) level of Qsc_fc.

rich club in the context of transient and dynamic binding of
functional modules of the human brain.
While our findings are supportive of the notion that the rich
club constitutes a structural skeleton cross-linking all functional
communities of the brain, some RSNs appear to have a larger

Figure 11. Structural hierarchy of functional RSNs. Examination of structural inter-RSN connectivity revealed a disproportionately dense level of interconnectivity between the DMN, salience, and left and right parietal networks (see also Fig. 9a,b). This suggests a central role of
more cognitive networks in a structural hierarchy of interconnectivity between RSNs, with more
primary, unimodal RSNs connected as “spokes” or “satellite networks” to this functionally central core. The figure schematically illustrates such a hypothesized structural hierarchy of functional networks in the human brain.

representation in the rich club than others. For example, the
motor and extra-striate visual networks were found to be relatively underrepresented, whereas the DMN, in particular its posterior part, and the salience network were found to provide the
largest contributions to the rich club (Fig. 5). Notably, inter-RSN
connectivity between the DMN, the salience, and the left and
right frontal–parietal network was found to be the strongest in
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the network, and the majority of structural connections linking
the more peripheral RSNs (e.g., motor visual, sensory, auditory)
to these four densely connected networks were found to comprise
rich club and feeder connections. This observation puts forward
a possible hierarchical model for the structural relations among
RSNs (Fig. 11). The high density of structural connections between the DMN, salience, and task-executive networks suggests
that the more cognitive, multimodal networks may act as a structural and functional core, to which other functional networks
may be linked as satellites communicating to regions within other
RSNs mainly through their representatives in the rich club (Fig.
11). Studies examining network interactions in the functional
domain have indeed suggested a multimodal organization of
functional connectivity in the human brain (Sepulcre et al., 2012)
with a possible central position for the default mode and frontal–
parietal task-activation networks (Spreng et al., 2013).
A simulated reduction of the connectivity strength of rich club
connections in a computational vulnerability analysis was shown
to result in an increase in the structural–functional modular organization of the network (Fig. 10), which is in support of these
connections promoting a less segregated or modular architecture
of the brain’s network. In this context, one might hypothesize
that disease-related reductions in rich club connectivity might
have a disproportional effect on brain functioning, in particular
on higher-order cognitive processes that depend on global integration of information. Recent studies have indeed suggested that
rich club organization may play a potential role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia (Yu et al., 2013; van den Heuvel et al., 2013),
a brain disorder long hypothesized as a disconnection syndrome
involving decoupling of psychological brain processes (Friston,
1998; Andreasen, 1999; Stephan et al., 2006). Computational
neural mass modeling may provide a powerful approach to further elucidate the dynamical effects of normal and abnormal rich
club connectivity to the formation and integration of functional
networks in the healthy and diseased brain (Loh et al., 2007;
Rubinov and Bassett, 2011).
In our cross-model analysis, functional communities were inferred from resting-state fMRI, and anatomical connectivity on
the macroscopic scale was inferred from diffusion imaging. Our
results are subject to inherent limitations imposed by these imaging modalities (Johansen-Berg and Rushworth, 2009; Jones,
2010; Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg, 2011). For example, diffusion
imaging is known to under-represent the density of long-distance
white matter connections in the brain (de Reus and van den
Heuvel, 2013a), when results are compared with observations of
pathways derived from studies using anatomical tracers. However, analyses of datasets compiled from histological and tract
tracing studies have also revealed rich club organization in the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Towlson et al., 2013), the cat
(Zamora-Lopez et al., 2009), and the macaque (Harriger et al.,
2012). Furthermore, the latter study (de Reus and van den Heuvel, 2013b) made the observation that the rich club interlinked all
structural modules of the macaque cortex and suggested a pivotal
role for rich club and feeder connections in generating global
communication paths. Studies that further examine the rich club
as an integrative system that bridges not only structural modules
but also functional communities in nonhuman species would be
of particular interest. These studies could use a cross-modal
structural–functional design similar to the one adopted in the
present paper, substituting diffusion imaging with weighted network data based on detailed tract-tracing reconstructions
(Markov et al., 2011, 2012), combined with measurements of
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resting or spontaneous neural signal fluctuations from which
functional modules and communities can be derived.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that the rich club forms an
anatomical substrate for linking and integrating functional RSNs
in human cortex. The anatomical infrastructure of the brain’s
rich club may be critically important for facilitating neuronal
signaling and thus global binding of information between functionally segregated domains of the human brain.
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